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Chapter 3 – More art than science 

 

 
The cold wind kissed the section of Olivia's shaft that wasn’t coated in a naked, trembling girl. She pulled 

on Gabrielle’s legs to try and fit a little more peen into the warmth of her anal cavity.  The sleeve’s skin 

was covered in goosebumps, but her insides would stay a balmy 37 degrees Celsius for a while longer. In 

return, the blood flow of Olivia’s veiny cock and the occasional batch of warm cum would keep 

Gabrielle’s hypothermia at bay. With the new size stretching them out, the sleeves were getting even 

more heat from the relative mass.  

Sleeves didn't need clothes in the cold, but the futa girls did. They hadn't been outside in so long, it took 

an hour to find and dig up the old winter coats. Well, the frequent sex breaks did not help, but they 

gradually got their shit together. After a week-long slumber party, stretching open to new lengths every 

hole of every sleeve and bloating them to breaking point, they were down to one last working pump. 

The rest had been working over capacity for too long and one by one overheated and died. The last 

pump gave its life to allow Blue to fit through the front door. When they rolled her on the platform, she 

was a cum-infused ball the size of a couch. PlasmaCorp would be automatically notified and come 

replace the motors eventually, but the duo was too horny to wait. The plan was to go to them instead 

and brave the outside world for the first time in years. Plus, Olivia would not shut up about getting 

herself one of ‘em freaky sleeves.  

 

Emily had to roshambo her roommate for who would wear Blue outside. She thought gambling a sleeve 

that was obviously hers was a ridiculous idea but, at the same time, Olivia was extremely predictable, 

always alternating between rock and scissors. After winning the best of three, then five, then seven, 

Emily doubled up on sleeves (Blue on the shaft, Daytime on the tip) and Olivia resigned herself to a 

partially cold futa member, vowing never to endure such cruel agony again. Her sleeve of choice was an 

easy pick: Gabrielle. She barely remembered having a crush on her sister Holly years before, but her 

friendship with Gabrielle endured the test of time. Even if they hadn't had a conversation since the day 

she first spread her ass for her teenage futa cock, they still had this BFF connection. It was hard to 

explain, but they just appreciate their time together, from Olivia’s perspective anyway.  

The two surplus sleeves were left tied up in a bundle at the apartment with mouth access to each 

other's tender tits. They would rely on the other’s breasts for sustenance and depressurization, while 

they slowly metabolize all the cum in their beach-ball-size stomachs. Emily had to think back to her futa 

scout days for that one. It was just in case the masters decided to sleep at a hotel for a few nights. They 



had accumulated so many luxury credits from providing thousands of gallons of precious sperm to the 

community, they could do whatever the hell they wanted on their vacation.  

The fur-clad futa drew a lot of stares on their 3-minute walk to the train station. It is true that last year, 

over a third of all women were born with a giant dick, hungry for tight holes, but they mostly led 

sedentary lifestyles (having all your basic needs taken care of in the comfort of your own home had that 

effect on people). You could go a day walking around and only seeing women in their thirties who 

completed service (you could tell from the way they walked) and young women spared from selection, 

often accompanied by two or more men. The social structure had to change a bit in this generation, with 

so many female prospects taken out of the equation; the youth’s dating game had embraced polygamy. 

Dating a guy meant dating his brothers and dating his friends. Considering the bullet that they dodged, 

free girls were happy to put out. Every consensual act of sex with a man was a celebration of having 

been spared 10 years of sleeving. 

But, let's be honest, people were looking at them because they had never seen sleeve holes stretch that 

wide nor a sleeve fully impaled from end to end. 

 

The public sleeves at the train station docks were a relic of less modern times. Like payphones, the line 

of asses from girls bent over a metal pole was just… there. Getting a quick fuck before work or 

borrowing one for the train ride was a convenience twenty years ago. But who the hell didn't have their 

own sleeve now? And who the hell worked? They were shaking, naked in the cold. Olivia barely noticed 

them, but Emily thought of sticking Daytime’s head in one of these chilly holes to be nice. Alas, it 

remained a thought; the train was coming. 

 

The train had pumps in every wagon, so the travelers hooked up their sleeves’ mouths to spend the 

short ride dumping an overdue load into their respective companion without making them heavier in 

the end.  

"Can't they come up with teleportation already? Trains are so fucking boring,” said you probably know 

who. 

Emily just smiled. She was looking at the beautiful view of the city through the large window. Spires of 

glass as far as the eye can see. Only one tall black building stood out from the stalagmite mirrors: 

PlasmaCorp headquarters, their destination. The streets were clean, sterile, and empty. Empty like the 

smiles of the scattered pedestrians. It’s like every citizen was being crushed under an invisible burden. 

Emily didn’t go further exploring her analogy, but she was on the right track: everyone had or knew a 

daughter, sister, niece… whose youth was traded for a degree of luxury. Make no mistake, they would 

do it again in a heartbeat, but they still felt the weight. 

 

“Hello? I'm not sure we’re in the right place.”  Emily was flashing the calling card that came with her trial 

cock cozy. They had gone through the main entrance and were facing an information desk in the lobby, 

yet the lack of anything but black marble, floor to ceiling, made them feel like they shouldn’t be here.  



“Of course! We've been awaiting your visit, Emily Goodchild, and you must be... Olivia.”  The 

receptionist had to look at her paper for the name of Emily’s +1. Olivia noticed and gave the desk girl a 

punishing scowl. 

“Please excuse me one moment...” the receptionist held up a finger and her left eye started twitching. 

That was how you could tell a futa apart even when her lower half was hidden. This was clearly a cum-

break moment for her and whatever girl was wrapped around her cock under the desk. 

Only a few minutes later did her grimacing face reset into the welcoming smile. She floated away from 

her desk like a ghost and three loud thuds at two feet interval echoed in the lobby and gave her brief 

pause. “It just needs to be lowered a few centimeters.” 

 

They didn't know what she was talking about until she glided around her desk. Her feet were on one of 

those Segway-type devices, self-balancing on two wheels but that was not what stood out...  

Her cock, larger and longer than the newly boosted version of Emily’s and Olivia’s, was resting on what 

could be best described as an elongated penis-wheelbarrow. That was the frame anyway: a sleek gold 

and silver rack with a wheel at the front, yet the rig, by weight, was mostly flesh. Three naked, 

genetically modified, limbless sleeves were covering the whole length of the unyielding pole. The first 

one, at the very base, had its mouth stretched grotesquely wide around the shaft. She was the only one 

facing up, her plump, soccer-ball-size jiggly-pillows at arm’s reach of the handler. The next one was in 

the same direction, her stretched mouth pushed against a distended ass of her cock-mate and the last 

one, the girl on the tip, was facing forward, away from the other two. She did not have a penis tip 

coming out of her mouth, but a large tube instead that split into three, then six, and looped back behind 

her. You could see the frontrunner was convulsing from an intense orgasm. Though harder to get a good 

look, the other two's wriggling stubs told the same story. 

 

There were 25cm wide holes in the carriage because the two front girl's plump, 20-pound titties were 

dangling on the underside. Their nipples were dragging on the floor, which probably contributed to their 

orgasmic state of mind. 

Emy and Liv’s gazes were dancing along the shaft like watching a table tennis match, trying to wrap their 

brains around the radical contraption. 

The receptionist expected this response and with a corner smile said: “Ingenious isn't it? One of our 

CEO's many revolutionary ideas. We filmed an ad for when the world is ready. The PlasmaCorp logo 

changed to video footage on the 300-inch screen behind the empty reception desk.  

There was the device in 8K glory, more visible without a rider. Three penis-shaped rods the size of 

original futa cocks were mounted on the bottom of the carriage; two pointing toward the back, one 

toward the front.  You couldn't see them on the real deal, presumably buried in each of the three girl’s 

pussies. 

 



Put the worries of enhancement behind you... or in front with the Chariot 3XX by PlasmaCorp. The unique 

patented design allows two Huggy™ sleeves and one Cuddle™ sleeve to fit on your Tier 3 ultra cock. Via 

vibro-pulsators and intravenous aphrodisiac, they are kept in a constant state of orgasm so that they 

dedicate their existence to massaging your cock day and night. Let your heavy balls rest in our velour-

coated harness. You will cum twice as often and still have the mobility and comfort for day-to-day 

activities. Staying put for a little while? The Automatic Jerkmode has you covered.  

 

The astonished visitors realized that watching the crude animation was pointless with an actual 

demonstration happening next to them. Since the receptionist stopped moving for a few seconds, the 

wheels under her feet had anchored themselves and the sleeve-sled alone was moving back and forth, 

rubbing the insides of the three spasming amputees against the shaft. A giant distention coming out of 

the front sleeve’s abdomen showed the true length of this cock: at least 150cm. The driver had no effort 

to make during the process, she was free to focus on her own orgasm, not even 5 minutes since the one 

she had at her desk. The carriage wasn’t the only thing moving; you could hear the pistons punching and 

shaking the three cervixes. The ribbed mechanical rods had kicked in overdrive as the cum from the tip 

of the spear flowed out of her mouth tube. 

 

… the new cum redistribution system (CRS) will split your big, thick loads between 6 different cavities 

once your Cuddle™ is full. This means you only need to connect to a pump once every 12 hours. Don’t 

choose between your urges and your active lifestyle; embrace both with the Chariot 3XX by PlasmaCorp. 

We are the future and so are you. 

 

“I want,” is all that Olivia managed to say. 

“There is one in the lab with your name on it, Miss Olivia. As long as you don’t mind enhancing your 

lovely penis from Tier 2 to Tier 4,” kindly said the receptionist. 

“Like, I get to have a cock like yours?” Olivia asked. 

“Oh, heavens no, I am woefully behind on the times. This is a Tier 3, last year’s model. We have made 

great advancements since then. We will, of course, provide you with 3 Huggies XL and replace your 

sleeve with a Cuddle XL so it can fit your new cock head size, which will be 50 cm in diameter.” 

Olivia swiveled Gabrielle around on her tiny 3-footer to look her in the eyes. They were pleading, 

begging her for something that her gagged mouth could not express. Because of their rapport, Olivia 

knew exactly what she meant and nodded back at her. “No, I want to keep my sleeve. Me and her go 

way back. She's my best friend, and she doesn’t want to be replaced.” 

“While not advisable, we strive to meet all of our sisters’ demands. Simply inform the lab team and they 

will make it work,” the receptionist said. 

 



The elevator as big as a bedroom stopped on the 24th floor where Olivia was beckoned by people she 

would consider nerds on account of the lab coats.  

The receptionist stopped the brunette from following her friend: “Miss Emily, if you don’t mind, our 

esteemed CEO would like feedback on your PlasmaCorp experience so far.” 

“Meet me here later, Emy? It’s going to be my turn to show off,” Olivia said. 

“You got it, Liv. Maybe try to still fit through our front door?” Emily replied.  

The receptionist chimed in: “Oh, we offer complimentary home renovations with any extreme upgrade.” 

Emily smiled uncomfortably. Her obvious joke was not so obvious here. The future is giant doors, 

apparently. 

 

The elevator did not stop at the highest number on the selection board; it kept rising. There was a 

hidden floor higher than 155. The doors opened to a lavish waiting area bridging the elevator and a 

massive golden door. 

“Please wait here. I will announce you.” 

Where the building lobby was glossy and uniform, this lobby’s walls were covered in framed, original, 

turn of the century Sparrows and Cicadas. Three red, opulent couches each faced a different side of a 

potted lemon tree. The disturbing life-size sleeve sculpture it was growing out of was the centerpiece of 

this tacky room. Its name, displayed in gold on a black, plastic rectangle, was Flora. 

The whole thing was an over-the-top statement in the shape of a legless, armless girl stuck in a 

transparent jar. The trunk of the tree, 7cm in diameter, was coming out of the statue’s mouth straight 

up from the tilted head. You could see through the glass that roots were coming out of her backside and 

spreading through the pile of soil she was sitting on. The roots coiled around a large tube that also came 

out (or in) of her anus, and was connected to pumps installed on exquisitely crafted G-cups, pushed up 

and overflowing out the jar. The artist made it seem like her breasts grew too big to stay squeezed 

inside. They looked almost real, and it was hard for Emily to resist poking one of them. The thought of 

getting caught fondling a synthetic tit by security cameras was enough to keep her hands by her side. As 

if to test the very limits of temptation, a big red button was installed on a black box that joined the titty 

pumps and the anal tube.  

Emily didn’t consider herself a fan of art, but this piece was starting to speak to her. Perhaps it 

symbolized the life-giving potential of sleeves around the world. A sort of thank you for offering their 

bodies for the betterment of futakind and mankind, or maybe it was about the fertility of… holy shit it 

moved! 

Once Emily caught the bosom heaving, it was unfathomable she could have ever confused it with an 

inanimate object. The absurdity of this tree had fooled her mind, but the illusion was now shattered. 

That potted girl was struggling around the immovable tree coming up her throat. It was impossible to 

tell for sure without x-ray vision, but was there any other way to see it? A tree was sprouting from her 

stomach and its roots had grown and traveled along her entire digestive system, following water or 



something equivalent. Perhaps she was sleeping before; now she was violently convulsing. As intrusive 

as a tree growing inside you must be, that wasn’t the reason why.  

The young futa didn’t know much about arboriculture, but she knew a lot about orgasms. This tree-girl 

was going through a debilitating sexual climax. There was a faint sound coming from the jar. A beat? A 

bass line? Getting her ear as close as she dared, Emily figured out it was coming from the lower 

abdomen, somewhere between the vulva, pressed against the glass, and the belly button. It was… heavy 

metal music. Wasn’t this a song from the Futanic Cockheads? ‘Wreak that Hole’ or something… Music 

helped plants grow, people said. Sleeves seemed affected by music, as well, when it is blasted from 

speakers inside their wombs. If you’re going to be part of a tree your whole life, stretching your holes as 

it grows, it’s good to be able to enjoy yourself.  

Looking at the squirming torso made Emily horny. Heck, even the curves of the ugly couches made her 

horny. This was the longest she had gone without cumming since the injection. She wedged Daytime’s 

head in the armrest and began thrusting her gigantic phallus deeper inside her pussy while jacking 

herself off with Blue’s body.  She lost her balance when her balls opened the jizz dam, and blindly 

reached for something to stabilize herself on. Her hand unknowingly found… the big red button.  

The buzzing of a pump became the muddled background noise of her orgasm. Once back on planet 

Earth, Emily noticed where her hand had been for the last couple minutes and saw the milk being 

pumped out of Flora’s plentiful tits and pumped into her root-crowded asshole. This had been going on 

for long enough that milk had begun pouring like a fountain from her nostrils and the paper-thin area 

between her lips and the bark. Letting go of the button did not stop the contraption, milk was still being 

sucked out of the overextended nipples, traveling through the girl before seeping out and coating her 

silky skin. She was squirming with twice the intensity as before. The rich moo juice was permeating the 

soil and overfeeding the roots in the grounds and the ones in the bowels. Emily tried pressing the button 

again, hoping it was an ON/OFF switch. Frustrated and panicked, she punched it 7 more times before 

giving up. If this was a test, she had failed it in a comical manner and the footage would end up on one 

of those prank shows. 

 

With flawless timing, the giant door opened, and the receptionist’s outrageous carriage glided out from 

the dark office. “She’s ready to see you.”  

Emily didn’t quite know how to phrase her apology and it came out sounding like: “I’m sorry… I did a 

thing… I don’t know how to stop it…” while gesticulating at the living milk fountain. 

“Oh, don’t worry about that. The pumps will stop on their own after two minutes. It is cumulative so if 

you pressed it twice by accident it will run for 4, which is still fine.  Sleeve milk is an amazing fertilizer, so 

it just means the tree will grow faster and thicker with more nutrients, which is hardly a bad thing.” 

“Right…” Emily did not admit she had pressed the button a total of 9 times. She was ready to blame the 

faulty machine if the decorative experiment was ruined but still hoped everything would turn out OK as 

she left the living plant to its extreme, orgasmic milk enema. She now could not wait to see what kind of 

person was behind these brutal but captivating designs.  


